In the unified theory of vierbein and electromagnetic fields proposed in a previous paper, the geometric structure with regard to affine connection of the bundle space is discussed. The most general affine connection f of the bundle space, which is a function of the fiinfbein fields and of their first derivatives and is linear in the derivatives, is given. It is related to the affine connection of the space· time manifold and it is shown that metricity of the bundle space is equivalent to that of the space· time. The bundle space is of the Riemann-Cartan type in general, and it is torsion-free (curvature-free) if and only if the space-time is torsion-free (curvature-free). The interaction of the matter field 1J! on the bundle space with the fiinfbein fields is fixed. Any Dirac field defined as a pullback of the spinor field on the bundle space is expected to have an electric dipole moment which depends on a parameter contained in the affine connection of the bundle space. The Lagrangian density of the fiinfbein fields given in the previous paper is expressed in terms of the torsion and curvature tensors of the bundle space. Restrictions on the parameters are also given. § 1. Introduction
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In a previous paper/) henceforth to be referred to as I, we developed a unification scheme of the vierbein and electromagnetic fields on the basis of principal fiber bundle over the four dimensional space-time with the group U (1) . A pullback ¢ of the spinor field (() on the bundle space by a cross section was identified with the Dirac spinor. A five dimensional Lagrangian*) leading to the Dirac equation for ¢ was given. The vierbein and electromagnetic fields were unified into the fiinfbein fields on the bundle space. The Lagrangians of the system of the fiinfbein and spinor fields on the bundle space were discussed.
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the geometric structure of our theory with regard to affine connection of the bundle space. In § 2, the most general affine connection of the bundle space, which is a function of the fiinfbein fields and of their first derivatives and is linear in the derivatives, is given. Also, it is related to the affine connection of the space-time on the basis of a postulate, and then the equivalence of the metricity condition for the bundle space to that for *) We hereafter refer to the Lagrangian density as the Lagrangian.
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the space-time is established. In § 3, the interaction of the fiinfbein fields and the matter field 1[f on the bundle space is fixed. Any Dirac field defined as a pullback of the spinor field on the bundle space is expected to have an electric dipole moment which depends on a parameter contained in the affine connection of the bundle space. In § 4, the Lagrangian of the fiinfbein fields, which was given in I, is expressed in terms of the curvature scalar and of the torsion tensor of the bundle space. In § 5, restrictions on the parameters imposed by experimental data and by a physical requirement are given. Finally, we give a summary in § 6. § 2. Affine connection and metricity
[A] Affine connection of P First, we give a general expression of the affine connection r of the bundle space*) P which satisfies the following conditions: (2. i) It is a function of the fiinfbein fields and of their first derivatives. (2. ii) It is linear in the derivatives.
Denoting the affine connection coefficient in the standard coordinate system**) (.f 0 , .ft, .f2, .fa. .f4) by rtc, we define
The fjKLM is the component of de Sitter tensor***) of rank three and its most general form satifying the conditions (2.i) and (2. ii) is given by (2 ) where 91, 92, 93, 94, 95 and 96 are all real constants. The component fjKLM is expressed by the vierbeins bk" and electromagnetic potential A" as follows:
*) Throughout this paper, we use the same notations and conventions as those in 1. **) For convenience, only standard coordinate system is employed in this paper as the coordinate system of P. 
where
The expression (3) is obtainable by using Eqs. (1.55) and (1.56)*) in the standard coordinate system (.i'0, £1, £2, £3, £4).
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The covariant derivative of the vector field X = XAd£A on P is given by (5) from which we obtain the expression 
The relation (12) is equivalent to (9) (10 )
(13 ° a)
as is known from Eqs. (6) and (10) . Equation (14) which is equivalent to the condition 2 ) From Eqs. (4), (15) which is nothing but the metricity of the manifold P. Conversely, the metricity of M is derived from the metricity of P, as is easily confirmed. Thus, the metricity of P is equivalent to that of M, insofar as the relation (14) 
which is obtainable by the use of Eqs. 
The manifold P is of the Riemann-Cartan type in general. In particular, P is torsion-free (curvature-free) for arbitrarily given vierbein and electromagnetic fields if and only if M is torsion-free (curvature-free) for arbitrarily given vierbein fields, which can be shown by the use of Eqs. (8), (22·a), (23) and (24). § 3. Interaction between ffinfbein fields and matter field 1Jf
Now, we fix the interaction between the ftinfbein fields and matter field 1Jf. This can be done in a way quite similar to the case of the interaction 2 ),7) between the vierbein fields and matter field on M.
In fact, it can be achieved only by making the replacements, k, I, m, ... which is obtainable from Eqs. (1) and (27'c), it follows that (29 ) and hence we have r7K1Jf= bKA( aA1Jf-~ HALMhM1Jf). The covariant derivative !1J K 1Jf with respect to both OJ and r is thus given by
The Lagrangian of 1Jf on the manifold P is given by*l
The Lagrangian ..t n has been constructed so as to be invariant under the transformations (I.51) and the transformations**l induced on 1Jf by the relation (I.27). the space-time M is curvature-free and .lD is reduced to*l LD given by Eq. (1.64).
These facts also support the postulate (12). § 4. Lagrangian of the fiinfbein fields
In this section, the Lagrangian LF of the ftinfbein fields, which is given by Eq.
(1.59), will be expressed in terms of the curvature scalar and of the torsion tensor of the bundle space.
For the curvature scalar R of P, which is defined by
we can obtain the expression by the use of Eqs. (1) and (19).
is the component of the de Sitter tensor of rank three, and the irreducible component of this tensor is given by the following:
In terms of these components, §K LM is expressed by Also, we have
which can be obtained from Eqs. Also, from the requirement that the energy of the anti symmetric part of the field
in the weak field approximation la""I~l is nonnegative, we obtain the restrictionS) and Ii is free.
If neutron is described by the field <P and has just the electric dipole moment mentioned on page 1372, the restriction 31ff3rl/hC / 2:C;;3x [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] e cm (53 ) is imposed by experimental data.
The results of the previous sections can be summarized as follows: [6. i] The most general form of the affine connection of the bundle space, which is a function of the fiinfbein fields and of its first derivatives, has been given. It has been related to the affine connection of the space-time manifold. The metricity of the bundle space is equivalent to that of the space-time. [6. ii] The bundle space is of the Riemann-Cartan type in general. It is torsionfree (curvature-free) for arbitrarily given vierbein and electromagnetic fields, if and only if the space-time is torsion-free (curvature-free) for arbitrarily given vier be in fields. [6. iii] The interaction of the matter field*) on the bundle space with the ftinfbein fields has been fixed. [6. iv] Any Dirac field defined as a pullback of the de Sitter spinor on P is expected to have an electric dipole moment with the magnitude 31 ff 3 rl/hC /2.
[6.v] The Lagrangian density of the ftinfbein fields given in I has been expressed in terms of the torsion and curvature tensors of the bundle space. [6.vi 
